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First Assessment of Computations of Turbulent Bubbly Flow 

and Particulate Flow with the COMMIX-M Program 

by 

M. Bottoni, F. C. Chang, and J. Ding 

Abstract 

The COMMIX-M computer code, which describes steady-state and transient single- 
and multicomponent flows in engineering systems, has been implemented to simulate sus- 
pension flows in laminar regimes and turbulent and bubbly particulate flows. This report 
presents a synopsis of the present code's capabilities, with particular emphasis on the 
recent development of turbulence models, and explains in detail the modifications 
necessary to simulate particulate flows and bubbly flows. First results of computations of 
turbulent bubbly and particulate flows are then given and co,mpared with results of 
computations reported in the literature and with preliminary experimental results obtained 
at the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (Germany). 

1 Introduction 

The COMMIX-M computer code describes steady-state and transient single- and 
multicomponent flows in complex engineering systems. Recently, the code has been 
developed to simulate suspension flows in a laminar regime and turbulent bubbly and 
particulate flows. A two-phase turbulence model has been modified to be applicable to the 
latter simulations. 

The goal of this report is to make a first assessment of the capability of the code to 
simulate turbulent bubbly and particulate flows. 

In Sec. 2 of the report, we present a synopsis of the main code characteristics. The 
fundamental equations solved, including those for the turbulence models, are presented in 
Sec. 3. The most important code developments, which have enabled the simulation of 
suspension and bubbly flows with respect to the computation of lift forces, drag forces, and 
virtual mass forces, are explained in Sec. 4. Preliminary computation results are presented 
in Sec. 5 for bubbly flow and in Sec. 6 for particulate flow. These results enable us to 
identify the deficiencies of the current models, and therefore, provide a hint of how the 
program must be improved. Processing of output data for computing energy spectral 
distributions of velocity fluctuations is explained in Sec. 7. 

2 Synopsis of COMMIX-M Code 

The COMMIX-M code was developed in 1987-1988 by H. M. Domanus, T. H. Chien, 
and R. C. Schmitt of the Analytical Thermal Hydraulics Section of the Materials and 
Components Technology (MCT) Division, now reorganized as the Energy Technology (ET) 
Division of Argonne National Laboratory. Code development resumed in 1990 and is 
currently carried on by all staff members of the above-mentioned section. 
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The code describes steady-state and transient thermal and fluid-dynamic problems in 
multiphase or multicomponent flows in general two- or three-dimensional geometric 
configurations. The fluid-dynamic problems can be coupled to thermal problems in inner 
or outer structures. 

The program is structured to handle up to 10 different fields (phases or components) 
even though it has been checked and validated only on the subcase of a limited number of 
fields, as explained below. 

The basic equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, and enthalpy of the 
components (or phases) are given in Sec. 3. Single-phase flow turbulence can be described 
on the basis of a K-E model or of a Reynolds stress model (RSM), This later model is based 
on six transport equations for the components of the Reynolds stress tensor, on three 
equations for the transport of turbulent thermal fluxes, and on one equation for the variance 
of temperature fluctuations. Thus, -including the equation for the dissipation of turbulent 
kinetic energy, 11 equations are used. However, the RSM is still being checked and 
verified. Simulated two-phase flow turbulence is based on a modified K-E model, which 
takes into account the additional production of turbulent kinetic energy due to bubbles. 
%%lis model is now undergoing verification. 

With respect to treatment of the momentum equation, the code consists of two main 
branches: 

1. Only one momentum equation for the mixture is solved; continuity equations are solved 
for every component separately in terms of mass fractions. In this branch, an enthalpy 
equation for the mixture can be solved, if required. 

2. Separate momentum equations are solved for every component: continuity equations 
are also solved for every component in terms of volume fractions. No energy equation 
is used in this branch. 

Mass exchange between the phases can be simulated in both branches, but the code 
does not provide for a boiling model. 

Discretization of convective terms in the transport equations is based on first-order 
upwind discretization or on skew upwinding.1 The latter scheme is used only for the 
energy equation. All transport equations are transformed into an algebraic equation that is 
formally similar to the equation that would be obtained by discretizing a Poisson equation 
and is simply referred to as a Poisson (-like) equation. The Poisson equation is solved for 
pressure, enthalpy, and, if required, for turbulent quantities, by using either a direct solver, 
the Yale Sparse Matrix Package (YSMP)2 or an iterative method of conjugate gradients3 
The YSMP technique is applicable to both symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices, whereas 
the conjugate gradient method assumes that the matrices of coefficients are symmetric and 
positive definite. 

The COMMIX-M code consists of =300 subroutines, written in FORTRAN, and =50,000 
Plotting facilities are available for temperature and velocity distributions, 

Computer-aided preparation of input data is being linked to 
statements. 
obtained from a restart file. 
the code. 
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3.1 Conservation Equations for Mass, Momentum, and Enthalpy 

3.1.1 Mass Conservation Equations 

The mass conservation equation for every component K is 

a 
at -(Pk"k) 4- v (Pk'lkOk) = rk9 

where rk(kg/m3s) is the mass source. 

3.1.2 Momentum Equations 

The momentum equation for every component K is 

--(akPkOk) a f v (akpkokak)  = -akVP f vk f akpkz f K'(Gk - aj) at kj 

f FLk f F-,k, 

Thus far, the program has been verified in the following cases: 

Laminar flow of immiscible fluids, with different densities and viscosities, between 
parallel plates. In this case, an analytical solution for the velocity distribution is known. 
Results of numerical computation agree with analytical results within l%.* 

Analysis of liquid/solid suspensions for which experimental data are available. Results 
of these simulations have been published.5 

A single-phase flow version of COMMIX-M is referred to as COMMIX-1C and has been 
documented in Ref. 6. 

3 Fundamental Equations 

(3.1.1) 

(3.1.2) 

where v k  is the momentum density source arising from viscous dissipation, K g  is the drag 
force at the interface between components k and j ,  l ? ~  is the lift force, and I?- is the 
virtual mass force. The analytical expressions of the latter two forces are given. below in 
apposite sections. 

3.1.3 Enthalpy Equations 

The enthalpy equation for every component K is 

(3.1.3) 

where Qk is the specific power generation. In Eqs. 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, it is assumed that all 
components have the same pressure. 
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. 3.2 Governing Equations for Turbulence Models 

3.2.1 Single-phase Flow 

The transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy K and its dissipation E are 

(3.2.1.1) 

and 

or 

(3.2.1.2b) 

with 

(3.2.1.3) 

(3.2.1.4) 

(3.2.1.5) G Rf = - -  
P ’  

(3.2.1.6) 

Equation 3.2.1.2b, with ce = 0.15, is used in combination with Eq. 3.2.1.13 for the 
Reynolds stress model. 

We refer the reader to the Nomenclature list for the definition of the symbols. In the 
K-E model, Eq. 3.2.1.4 is approximated by 

- - -  
The transport equations for scalar heat fluxes (ui$: u$, v$, and 3) are 

(3.2.1.7) 
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with 

Pi$ = - uiuj- + qA), (-m"l -au axj 

and 

The transport equation for variance of temperature fluctuations ( g = - I?) is 
2 

- 
The transport equations for Reynolds stresses (uiuI) are 

(3.2.1.8) 

(3.2.1.9) 

(3.2.1.10) 

(3.2.1.11) 

(3.2.1.12) 

(3.2.1.13) 

The numerical values of the coefficients used in the above equations are as follows: 

c1E = 1-44, c2E = 1.92, c ~ E  = 0.8, Ok = 1.0, 

C ~ Q  = 3.1, 

CI$ = 0.5, 

~1 = 2.8, 

Ck = 0.09. 

CQ = 0.4, 

C$ = 0.13, 

~2 = 0.47, 

C ~ Q  = 0.5, 

R =  0.5, 

c3 = 0.47, 

q = 0.9, 

OE = 1.3, 

c S ~  = 0.07, 
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The boundary conditions used for the'above equation are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, 
which show the two-layer wall function model used in COMMIX-M, where P is the node 
adjacent to the wall, yp is the distance from P to the wall, and yl is the thickness of the 
viscous sublayer. The distance yp is fmed, for a given mesh system. The thickness of the 
viscous sublayer, y1. however, is not a constant. 

When yp > y1, the first node is in a fully turbulent zone and it holds, for the turbulent 
kinetic energy and its dissipation, 

K, = u*2/& 

and 

where 

(3.2.1.14) 

(3.2.1.15) 

(3.2.1.16) 

Equation 3.2.1.16 gives the "universal law of the wall" in terms of friction velocity u*, 
defined by 

(3.2.1.17) 

x (= 0.42) is the von Karman constant, and E (= 9.0) is a constant that is dependent on the 
roughness of the wall. 

When yp < yl, the node P is in the laminar sublayer, and one has 

K, = u*"Yp/YL)/&' (3.2.1.18) 

and 

(3.2.1.19) 

The thickness of the laminar sublayer y1 is evaluated by matching the velocity at the 
edge of the viscous sublayer (y = yl) to that obtained from the law of the wall. Thus, one has 

X (3.2.1.20) 
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with 

For the scalar fluxes, the boundary conditions are 

(T*u* 

with 

ifYp 2 Yl 

ifYp C Y 1  

(3.2.1.21) 

(3.2.1.22) 

(3.2.1.23) 

The boundary conditions for the variance of the temperature fluctuations are as follows: 

T*2Rot 
6 .  g, = 

where ot (= 0.9) is the turbulence Prandtl number for heat transport. 

with 

A =  v P - +  Ye rgt rgP + - 
Yp Ye - Yp Yp 

and 

The boundary conditions for Reynolds stresses are 

- 
(-uiuj)p = u*2 i # j  

(uIuJ)p = U*Z/& i = j. 

(3.2.1.24) 

(3.2.1.25) 

(3.2.1.26) 

(3.2.1.27) 

(3.2.1.28) 
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The above equations, with the relative boundary conditions, can be used in the frame of 
three different turbulence models at increasing levels of sophistication: 

In the frame of the K-E model, Eqs. 3.2.1.1 - 3.2.1.7 are used. 

In the frame of a so-called anisotropic turbulence model, Eqs. 3.2.1.1 - 

3.2.1.12 are used. Further details about this model are given in Ref. 7. 

e In the frame of the Reynolds stress model, Eqs. 3.2.1.2 - 3.2.1.13 are used. 
- 

In this case, the turbulence kinetic energy is computed as K = Uiui / 2. 

3.2.2 Multiphase Flow 

The K-E model has been extended to the case of multiphase or multicomponent flows. 
So far9 however, it has been tested and applied only for the case of a two-cornponent flow in 
which a carrying fluid transports particles. 

The transport equation for the turbulence kinetic energy becomes, for every 
component k: 

a 
ax 

(3.2.2.1) 

with 

and 

(3.2.2.2) 

(3.2.2.3) 

(3.2.2.4) 

The additional term n k ,  which does not appear in Eq. 3.2.1.1 for single-phase flow, 
represents the production of turbulent kinetic energy due to particles of radius q,. Vsl is 
the slip velocity between carrying fluid and carried particles. We used cRk = 0.02 in the 
applications, but the numerical value of this constant is not yet validated. 
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’ The transport equation for the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy becomes 

(3.2.2.5) 

where the additional term n&, representing the dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy 
produced by the particles, is given by 

(3.2.2.6) 

with ex& = 1.2. 

3.2.3 Attenuation of Turbulent Kinetic Energy Due to Small Particles 

The additional production of turbulent kinetic energy, modeled by term n k  in 
Eq. 3.2.2.1, is due essentially to the formation of a wake beyond the particles and to vortex 
shedding. The mechanism of vortex shedding is strong at high particle Reynolds numbers, 

(3.2.3.1) 

but becomes negligible below Ret, = 400. At even lower particle Reynolds numbers, for 
Reb c110, the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrying fuid is damped because the particles 
are entrained in the oscillating motion of the fluid turbulent fluctuations and dissipate 
energy due to shearing. Therefore, when small particles are entrained by a fluid in 
turbulent motion, the turbulent kinetic energy of the fluid becomes lower than in single- 
phase flow at the same Reynolds number. 

The physical modeling of the attenuation of turbulent kinetic energy due to small 
particles is summarized in this section, following the treatment of Ref. 8. The 
implementation of this modeling in the COMMIX-M code is explained at the end of this 
section. 

Let us assume that the particles transported by a fluid are spherical, of uniform size, 
and have Reynolds number R% < 110. We further assume that the particle phase is dilute, 
so that interactions between the particles are negligible. The equation describing the 
motion of one particle in a turbulent flow is (see, for instance Ref. 9) 

Term (I) 
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(3.2.3.2) 

Eq. 3.2.3.2, originally devised for slow motion of a particle in a stationary fluid, can be 
applied to turbulent flow by replacing the molecular dynamic viscosity of the fluid pt, with 
the turbulent viscosity, ptt. Terms at the right-hand side of Eq. 3.2.3.2 represent: (11) the 
viscous force (Stoke’s drag force); (111) the force arising from the pressure gradient around 
the particle, due to fluid acceleration; (IV) the virtual mass force; 0 the transient viscous 
force or Basset force. Eq. 3.2.3.2 can be rearranged as 

due(t) + - =  [Ub(t) - Uf(t)] + y dt dt 

with the definition of the coefficients 

+ C&] 

(3.2.3.3) 

(3.2.3.4) . 

(3.2.3.5) 

(3.2,3.6) 

In Ref. 8, the fluid and particle velocities are decomposed in mean values and turbulent 
fluctuations, and are represented by their velocity spectra as 

N N 

1 1 

(3.2.3.7) 

(3.2.3.8) 

where on = 2nn and g, is the lag in the phase angle between the fluid and particle 
fluctuations. Introducing Eqs. 3.2.3.7 and 3.2.3.8 into 3.2.3.3 and imposing the condition 
that for every frequency n, the coefficients multiplying the functions sin(o,t + h,) and 
cos(w,t + &) are equal, one derives an analytical expression for the amplitude ratio, a,/A,, 
and for the phase lag 0,. as 

(3.2.3.9) 



where 
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(3.2.3.10) 

(3,2.3.11) 

(3.2.3.12) 

The normalized root-mean-squared (RMS) relative velocity between fluid &d particles is 
obtained as 

In the subcase in which only viscous forces are important (y= 6 = 0).  one obtains 

E2 - an  
~n 
- -  

(a: + 82) COS en ’ 

(3.2.3.13) 

(3.2.3.14) 

tgen = (3.2.3.15) 

while Eq. 3.2.3.13 still holds. 
application explained in the next section. 

This simplifying assumption is used in the numerical 

Let us define K(v) and D(v) as the turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation per unit 
wave number v and 

abPb (3.2.3.16) W =  
abPb + a@! 

the mean concentration of the particies. The dissipation spectrum of the fluid-particles 
two-phase (Tp) flow is then given by 

(3.2.3.17) 

The first term at the right-hand side of Eq. 3.2.3.17 i the energy dissipation of the 
continuous phase, assumed to be formally identical to the dissipation spectrum, D(v) = 
2 v ~ v 2  K(v), of a single phase flow.10 The second term is proved in Ref. 8 to represent the 
energy dissipation arising from the shearing action of the oscillatory motion of the particles 
entrained by the turbulent oscillations of the fluid. The energy flow through the energy 
cascade which leads to viscous dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy in the equilibrium 
range is given by 

(3.2.3.18) 
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The relationship between the energy flux, T(v), and the turbulent kinetic energy, K(v), 
which has been proven for single-phase flow in the equilibrium range, is assumed to hold 
also in the two-phase flow case, namely 

where 5 -- 1.5 and 

p" 

(3.2.3.19) 

(3.2.3.20) 

(We note that formula 29 of Ref. 8 seems to be wrong. The constant 15 in the first term of 
the integral should be replaced by 2.) 

Combining Eqs. 3.2.3.18 and 3.2.3.19. and integrating, one obtains 

where. in analogy with the definition of Kolmogorov micsoscale of length in single-phase 
flow. we use 

(3.2.3.22) 

The integration constant c in Eq. 3.2.3.21 can be eliminated by imposing the condition that 
for W = 0 (absence of particles), one obtains the same turbulence spectrum as for single- 
phase flow, namely10 

Thus, one obtains 

and from Eq. 3.2.3.21 

(3.2.3.23) 

(3.2.3.24) 

(3.2.3.25) . 
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where we defined the attenuation factor 

(3.2.3.2 6) 

The main difficulty in applying this theoretical modeling in the COMMIX-M code is that the 
code computes integral values of the turbulent kinetic energy but not its spectral 
distribution. Thus, the attenuation factors, which depend on the wave number v, cannot be 
used directly. To cope with this mculty.  a spectral distribution must be assumed with the 
condition that its integration over the full spectrum yields the same turbulent kinetic 
energy as computed by the code. 

Let 

K, = lok(v) dv = p(v)dv 0 + jx(v)dv . 
"1 (3.2 e 3.2 7) 

be the value computed by the code, for a given computational cell, in a two-phase flow 
calculation but without accounting for the attenuation of turbulent kinetic energy due to 
particles. The wave number v1 denotes the boundary between the large-scale range and the 
inertial subrange. In the inertial subrange and in the equilibrium range, the spectral 
distribution is given by 

K(v) = ~ ~ v - 5 1 3 .  (3.2.3.28) 

The proportionality constant c, must be determined by imposing the condition that the 
integrated value, according to Eq. 3.2.3.27, is equal to KO. We impose this condition 
assuming v1 = 10-1 and neglecting the first integral at the right-hand side of Eq. 3.2.3.27. 
Thus, we obtain 

2 
3 

c, = - KOvy3, 
(3.2.3.29) 

and 

2 
3 

K(v) = - & vTI3 V-513. 
(3.2.3.30) 

Next, the attenuation factor is computed with Eq. 3.2.3.26 and K ( v ) ~ p  = K(v) H(v) using Eq. 
3.2.3.25. Finally, integration of K(vLyp yields the updated value 



K o p  = F(v)?pdv 0 = F(v)dv. 
"1 
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(3.2.3.31) 

The ratio 

is the integral attenuation of the turbulent kinetic energy due to the particles. 

(3.2 3 32) 

4 Computation of Lift, Drag, and Virtual Mass Forces 

The modeling of lift forces is of paramount importance for computing the distribution 
of volume fractions of the components in suspension flows. Drag forces between the 
components are important for computing the relative velocities and pressure drops. The 
stability of the numerical calculations, especially at high Reynolds numbers, is enhanced by 
the modeling of virtual mass forces. Because these topics are very important for the 
simulation of suspension and bubbly flows, they are explained in detail in this section. The 
Components of the velocity are not capitalized in this section because there is no ambiguity 
with turbulent fluctuations. 

4.1 Lift Force 

A sphere of radius Q,, moving through a viscous liquid with velocity Vsl relative to a 
uniform simple shear, experiences a lift force 

(4.1.1) 

where vi  is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid and aul/az is the velocity gradient 
perpendicular to the direction of motion. The constant c has been evaluated numerically as 
c = 81.2/4n 2 6.46.11 The force L acts in the z direction. 

Equation 4.1.1 can be generalized to three coordinate directions with the identity 

(4.1.2) 

and replacing the velocity gradients with twice the components of the strain rate tensor, 
which are in Cartesian coordinates; 

2sij = 2[f(U1 2 axJ + - (4.1.31 

In tensor notation, one has 



- 2 =  2 s  = Viit + (Vfi,)T - - A I ,  
3 
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(4.1.4) 

(4.1.5) 

and the superscript T denotes transpose. 

The generalization of Eq. 4.1.2 becomes 

(4.1.6) 

where S1m is the norm of the matrix formed with the S;ij values. Therefore, the 
generalization of Eq. 4.1.1 can be written 

or 

Letting fi = (u, v, w]. the components of the dot product 

(4.1.7) 

(4.1.8) 

(4.1.9) 

(where Zi is the unit vector) are 

A, = (ug - ut)(2% ax - 2 3 A ) + ( v g - vt)(3 + 2) ax + (wg - wtj(% a2 + 3 ) , ( 4 . 1 .  ax loa) 

Ay = (ug - ut)(% + 5) + (vg - vt e 2av - - 2 A) + (wg - w t ) ( a  + 
ax a Y 3  

and 
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A, = (ug - ut)($ + - awe) + (vg - ve)($ + -$) aw + (wg - We)(2= - 5 
ax 

In addition, one has, for the denominator of the second term of Eq. 4.1.8, 

Equation 4.1.10 gives the components of the force acting on a single sphere [bubble or 
particle). Let N be the number of gas bubbles or particles in a cell of volume Vf. The gas 
volume in the cell is 

where mb and pb are the average mass and density of a bubble. The force per unit volume 
acting on the bubbles is 

The lift force acts in opposite directions upon the phases. 

For cylindrical (r, 8, z) geometry, the components of the strain rate tensor are 

aU A s, = - -  - 
ar 3 '  

s, = -(- 1 aU + z). aw 
2 aZ 

s e e = - + - - - -  u 1 h  A 
r r ae 3' 

(4.1.14a) 

(4.1.14b) 

(4 .1 .14~)  

(4.1.14dj 

(4.1.14e) 
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and 

& A  s, = - -  - 
a2 3’ 

Hence, the components of the force per unit volume acting on the bubbles are 

FLr = c{(ug - uL)k$ - 3 + (vg - vL)[r ar 

+ (wg - w@ + ma,)}, ar 

+ (wg - wl)(l r 3 a0 + 

+ (wg - w!)(2= aw! - 2 A)} 

r ar 

3 ’  

with 

4.2 Drag Force 

4.2.1 Bubbly Flow 

(4.1.14f) 

(4.1.15a) 

(4.1.15b) 

(4.1.15~) 

(4.1.16) 

The momentum exchange function KM appearing on the right-hand side of momentum 
equation Eq. 3.1.2 is computed for bubbly flow as 

(4.2.1.1) 

with 
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24 1%. 
= 24 1 + 0.1 Re:") , /E( 

if Reb e 1 (Stokes regime) 

if 1 e Reb I 5000 (viscous regime). 

if 5000 e Reb (turbulent regime) 

(4.2.1.2) 

The bubble Reynolds number Reb has been defined by Eq. 3.2.3.1. The average radius of the 
bubbles is estimated assuming a Weber number 

(4.2.1.3) 

where olg (N/m) is the gas/water surface tension. The interfacial area, important because it 
can be evaluated experimentally and compared with calculations, is given (in bubbly flow) by 

(4.2.1.4) 

4.2.2 Suspension Flew 

The momentum exchange function is computed by12 

K =  

with 

(4.2.2.1) 

(0.44 

The particle Reynolds number is defined by 

if Rep I 1,000 

if Re, > 1.000. 
(4.2.2.2) 

(4.2.2.3) 

The fluid viscosity 1.11 is taken to be a constant for isothermal flow. The solids viscosity 
pg is obtained from Krieger's13 empirical expression for reduced viscosity qr, given by 

(4.2.2.4) 
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4.3 Virtual Mass Force 

Let F- (N/m3) be the virtual mass force for a unit volume of the carrying fluid, and fvm 
(Nl the virtual mass force acting on one particle. One has 

and 

having used nmb = a b  Pb and the definition of virtual mass acceleration 

(4.3.1) 

(4.3.2) 

(4.3.3) 

Hence, for every coordinate direction i (= x, y. z), the component of the virtual mass force 
is 

(4.3.4) 

For spherical particles or nondeformable bubbles, the theoretically derived value for 
C- is 0.5. Experiments performed by Odarl4 suggest that Cvm can be a function of the 
acceleration modulus 

0.66 
A: + 0.012’ C ,  = 1.05 - 

with A,., the acceleration modulus, given by 

(4.3.5) 

(4.3.6) . 

So far, Cm = 0.5 has been used in the code for liquid-solids flow and bubbly flow. 
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5 First Assessment of Computations for Turbulent Bubbly Flow 

5.1 Comparison of COMMIX-M-Calculated Results with Experimental 
Results of Simonin and Viollet 

Results of numerical computations of turbulent bubbly flow in a vertical axisymmetric 
pipe, reported in Ref. 15, have been chosen for comparison with results obtained with the 
COMMIX-M code. The simulated test section consists of a pipe of 50 mm internal 
diameter and 4 m length. Two runs of upward flow, with the characteristics given in 
Table 1, have been computed. The injection of air bubbles, 2 mm in diameter, is assumed 
to be uniformly distributed at the inlet. Calculations with COMMIX-M have been made with 
20 radial and 25 axial uniform meshes. The results reported in Ref. 15 and those obtained 
with COMMIX-M are presented in Figs. 3-10. Figures 3-6 refer to Run No. 1 ,  and Figs. 7- 
10 to Run No. 2. All figures present distributions at the same axial level. 

Figure 3 indicates that the COMMIX-M calculation fails, so far, to reproduce the sink of 
the air volume fraction at the wall, whereas Figs. 4 and 5 show that COMMIX-M results for 
radial distributions of water velocity and air velocity agree reasonably well with the results 
of Simonin and Viollet. 15 

Radial distributions of turbulence kinetic energy in the water phase (Fig. 6) 
underestimate the production of turbulence kinetic energy near the wall. The results 
obtained from Run No. 2 (Figs. 7-10) are similar to those obtained from Run No. 1. Further 
comments and conclusions will be drawn when models are improved and more 
computations are available. 

5.2 Comparison of COMMIX-M-Calculated Results with Experimental 
Results of NOVA Test Series 

Preliminary results of the computation of the NOVA test series performed at  the 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (Kfl016 were obtained for the test runs shown in Table 2. 
The experiments were run in a vertical pipe of 70 mm inner diameter and 5 m length. The 
geometry was simulated with 20 uniform meshes of 1.75 mm in the radial direction and 25 
uniform meshes 0.16 m in length (for a total length of 4 m) in the axial direction. 

Experimental data for the two runs are available only for the void fraction. Some 
preliminary results of the computations are shown in Figs. 1 1  and 12 for Run No. 1 and in 
Figs. 13 and 1 4  for Run No. 3. 

Experimental evaluations of water and air velocities are not available at this time. A 
comparison of experimental and computed results is possible now only for the void 
distributions shown in Figs. 1 1  and 13 for Runs 1 and 3, respectively. Both figures show 
that the maxima of air volume fraction compare well in experiments and calculation, but 
that the distributions near the wall are very different. The experimental results show a 
peak close to the wall, whereas the computed results predict a sink of the void profile 
before the maximum value. This maximum value is also closer to the wall than in the 
experimental data. The reason for this discrepancy is likely to depend on the computed 
pressure radial profiles and on the resulting lift forces. The problem is under investigation. 
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Table 1. Characteristics at inlet for computed turbulent bubbly 
j b w  experiments reported by Simonin and Viollet15 

Characteristics RunNo. 1 Run No. 2 

Volumetric flux (m/s): Water 51 

Velocity (m/sl: Water wl 

Density (kg/m3): Water pi 

Mass flow (kg/s): Water GI 

Air 5, 

Air Yi! 

Air pg 

Air Gg 

0.87 0.87 
0.005 0.10 

0.92 
0.92 

0.97 
0.97 

997 997 
1.18 1.18 

1.703 1.703 
1.158~10-4 2.3 17x 10-4 

Volumetric flow rate (m3/s): Water Q1 1.708~ 1 W3 1.708~ 10-3 
Air Qg 9.8 17x 10-5 1.963~ 1 O4 

Rowing quality.: Water xi 
Air xg 

Volume fractions: Water a1 

0.999932 0.999864 
0.000068 0.000 136 

0.9456 
0.0544 

0.8969 
0.103 1 

Table 2. Characteristics at inlet of two simulated test runs of NOVA series 
Characteristics RunNo. la Run No. 3a 

Velocity (m/sl: Water w1 
Air wg 

Mass flow (kg/s): Water $ 
Air Gg 

Flow quality: Water XI 
M x g  

Volume fraction: Water a1 
Air ag 

1.86 
2.28 

2.04 
2.50 

6.944 6.944 
7.2~ 1 0-4 2.4 lx 10-3 

0.999948 0.999827 
0.000052 0.000 173 

0.959 
0.041 

0.874 
0.126 

avolumetric flow rate Q1 = 25 rn3/h, 
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6 First Assessment of Computations of Turbulent Particulate Flow 

6.1 Numerical Computation of Attenuation of Turbulent Kinetic 
Energy for Small Particles 

The attenuation of turbulent kinetic energy due to small particles has been investigated 
numerically using the modeling approach explained in Section 3.2.3. For this purpose, an 
independent computer program called PARTVI has been used. The list of the program is 
given for reference in the Appendix. Assuming that particles of density pb = 1000 kg / m3 
are transported by air flow (pt = 1.2 kg/m3, ve = 1.57 x 10-5 m2/s). we have computed 
three cases with particle volume fractions ab = 0.01/0.005/0.001, respectively. The 
corresponding mean concentrations of the particles are W = ~bpb/(~bpb + afpf) = 
0.894/0.807/0.455. Particle diameter ranged from 0.1 to 3 mm in steps of 0.1 mm. The 
integral attenuations, defmed by Eq. 3.2.3.32, are shown versus the particle diameter in 
Fig. 15. For particles with large diameters, the attenuation factor approaches the limit value 
of 1. Similarly, for very small particles (ab c 10-6) there is practically no attenuation. 
Between these limit values, the plots show very strong attenuation in the range between ab 
= 0.1 and 21.5 m. 

A subroutine based on the approach used in the PAKIVI program has been linked to 
the COMMIX-M code and has been used for the case of particle Reynolds number smaller 
than 110. This is the case for the mumerical computation of one of the test cases discussed 
in the next section, 

6.2 Comparison of COMMIX-M-Calculated Results with Experimental 
Results of Tsuji, Morikawa, and Shiomi 

Measurements .of air and solid particle velocities in a vertical pipe of 30.5 mm inner 
diameter have been reported in Ref. 17 for spherical particles with diameters ranging from 
0.2 to 3 mm. Particle density ranged from 970 to 1030 kg/ms. The value Pb = 1000 kg/m3 
has been used in the calculations. I t  was confirmed experimentally that the presence of 
large particles enhances the turbulent kinetic energy of the carrying flow, while small 
particles damp the turbulence. From the several runs of the experimental series, four test 
cases have been selected for the numerical calculations. The main characteristics of these 
test cases are summarized in Table 3, where A denotes the cross-flow area of the pipe. 
Test case 1 is a reference case without particles and gives information about the intensity of 
the turbulent kinetic energy of the undisturbed main air flow. In test cases 2 and 3, with 
large transported particles of 3 mm diameter, the intensity of turbulent kinetic energy is 
expected to increase with respect to the reference case because of the presence of the 
particles. Conversely, in test case 4, with small particles of 0.2 mm diameter, the intensity 
of turbulent kinetic energy is expected to be damped by the particles. 

A comparison between experimental and computed results is shown in the reference 
test case 1 without particles (m = 0) in Fig. 16. The intensity of turbulence associated with 
the oscillations of the velocity component in the axial direction w' is normalized to the axial 
air velocity W,. the first calculation was 
performed with the COMMIX-1C code by using the K-E model. Thus w' is replaced by 
(2K/3) 112, assuming isotropic turbulence. The computed results are in good agreement 
with the experimental values at the pipe axis, but show a deviation of 40% at the wall; the 

The results of two calculations are shown: 
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Table 3. Characteristics of computed experirnentsfrom 
Tsy’i, Morikawa, cuzd Shiomi series 

Test Case 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 

Particle diameter 

Particle volume 

Loading ratio 

Inlet axial mean velocity 

db (mm) 

fraction ab 

= abPb/aePe 

- w (rn/s) 
Particle volumetric flow 
Qb = WabA(m31s) 

Air volumetric flow 

Particle mass flow 

Air mass flow 

Particle mass fraction 

Air mass fraction 

Qe = WaiA(rns/s) . 

Gb = PbQb 

Ge = p z Q e  (kg/s) 

xb = %/(% + Ge) 

xi = Ge/(% + Gi) 

Maximum computed slip 
velocity lVse I (m/s) 

Maximum particle 
Reynolds number 

- 

0 

0 

11.1 

0 

7-84 x 10-3 

0 

9.41 x 10-3 

0 

1 

- 

- 

3 

0.00072 

0.6 

12.1 

5.95 x 10-6 

8.26 x 10-3 

5.95 x 10-3 

9.91 x 10-3 

0.375 

0.625 

2.98 

569 

3 

0.004 

3.4 

11.8 

3.41 x 10-5 

8.30 x 10-3 

3.41 x 10-2 

9.96 x 10-3 

0.774 

0.226 

3.48 

665 

0.2 

0.0016 

1.3 

10.7 

1.20 x 10-5 

7.49 x 10-3 

1.20 x 10-2 

8.99 x 10-3 

0.571 

0.429 

0.6 

8 

second calculation was performed with the COMMIX-M code by using the Reynolds Stress 
Model (RSM). The RSM shows better agreement close to the wall but a deviation of -30% 
at the pipe center. 

A comparison between experimental and computed normalized turbulence intensity of 
air is shown in Fig. 17 for test case 2 with loading ratio m = 0.6. Compared with the case 
with m = 0, we see that the turbulence intensity is increased by almost 50% at the pipe 
center and by =lo% at the wall. In this case, agreement between experimental and 
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computed results is very good at the pipe center, while at the wall the computed intensity 
of the turbulence is underpredicted by 10-15%. 

A .further increase of turbulence intensity with respect to the reference case is 
observed in test case 3, as shorn in Fig. 18. The turbulence intensity at the pipe center is 
more than doubled, while at the wall the increase is smaller (-15%). As in the previous 
case, agreement between experiment and calculation is good at the pipe center while the 
computed values are underpredicted as we proceed toward the pipe wall. 

The normalized axial velocities of air and particles for test case 3 are shown in Fig. 19. 
While there is no comparison with experimental data, the information is given for future 
reference. It is also relevant to estimate the particles Reynolds number, which is based on 
the slip velocity. 

Figure 20 shows a comparison of experimental and computed intensity-of turbulence 
for test case 4 with the small particles of 0.2 mm diameter. The plot labeled m = 0 refers 
to air flow without particles, but with the same mass velocity W = 10.7 (which is less than 
in the reference test case 1)- Presence of the small particles damps the turbulence 
intensity at the pipe center by =30%, while at the wall there is no or negligible damping. 
The computed results agree with the experimental ones at  the pipe center and at the wall, 
but the distribution between shows considerable deviations. 

Normalized velocity distributions for the test case 4 are shown in Fig. 21. Computed 
and experimental values for the air flow compare very well from the pipe axis to r/R = 0.8, 
while some discrepancy remains at the wall. 

7 Data Analysis 

A program called PROCESS has been linked to COMMIX-M to compute the energy 
spectral distribution of the velocity fluctuations in three coordinate directions and to 
compute the crosscorrelations of any two signals. 

In the course of a time-dependent calculation made with COMMIX-M, selected data, 
e.g., Ui (i = x, y, z), T, K1. etc., were written into a DATABASE file, which consists typically 
of values taken at some thousands of time points. PROCESS reads the DATABASE file and 
processes the information in a sequence of blocks of given length L (i.e., blocks consisting 
of values referring to L time points). L, which must be a power of 2, is typically 256. 

For every block of data of length L. velocity components are first processed to compute 
their energy spectra. The calculations proceed as described below. 

Let i3(t), Ti, and u(t) be the instantaneous value, mean value over a block of length L, 
and fluctuation from the mean value of a velocity component, respectively, therefore 

i3(t) = Ti  + u(t). 

First, the momenta of a(t) are computed, namely, 

Ti = Mean value 

(7.1) 
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c = Standard Deviation . 

= Skewness s = -  
3 c- 

- 
u3 

u4 
O4 

KU = - = Kurtosis. 

Hence, the velocity fluctuations u(t) are computed from Eq. 6.1. 

Then, the autocorrelation of the signal u(t) is computed as 

1 
p(z) = - 2 u(t)u(t'). (7 .2)  

U 

with z = t' - t. The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation then gives the power spectral 
density, or energy spectrum 

Its antitransform is 

+- 
p(z) = leiTaS(w)dw. 

-00 

(7.4) 

PROCESS also computes, if required, the crosscorrelations of different signals at the same 
location or of the same signal at different locations. The crosscorrelation of two signals 
ul(t), u2(t) is given by 

(7.5) 

A simplified flow chart of PROCESS is shown in Fig. 22. 
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Fig. 1, Two-layer wallfinction model (yp > YE) 

Fig. 2. Two-layer wallfunction model (yp 5 yI) 
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Fig. 3. Wuh No. 1: radial distribution of air volume fraction at inlet? and 
comparison of Simonin-Viollet 
computation (COM) at z = 3.12 m 
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Fig. 4. Run No. 1 : radial distribution of water axial velocity at z = 3.12 m. 
Comparison of Sim~nin-VWllet~~ data (EXF') with COMMIX-M 
computation (COM). 
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m. 7. Run No. 2 : radial distribution of voidfraction at inlet, and comparison of 
Simonin-Viollet15 data (Exp) with COMMIX-M computation (COM) at z = 3.12 m. 
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F‘ig. 8. Run No. 2: radial distribution of water axial velocity at.2 = 3.12 m Comparison of 
Sirnonin-Viollet15 data (EP) with COMMIX-M computation (COM). 

http://wc2uP.CoM
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Fig, 9. Run No. 2: radial distribution of air &a2 vebcity at z = 3, d 2 m, 
Comparison of Simonin-VwEletl5 data (m) with COIMILfsx-ILf 
computation (COM]. 
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F'ig. IO. Run No. 2: radial distribution of turbulence kinetic energy of water 
phase at z = 3.12 m Comparison of Simonin-Viollet data (Exp) 
with COMMIX-M computation (COM). 
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1 1. NOVA test series, Run No. 1: radial distribution of qoidfraction at 
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seriesl6 EXP) with COMMIX-M computation (COM). 

Fig. 12. NOVA test series, Run No. 1: computed radial distributions of air 
(WG) and water (WL) axial velocities. 
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Fig. 13. NOVA test series, Run No. 3: radial distribution of voidpaction at 
outlet, and comparison of experimental dataporn NOVA test series 
0) with COMM3-X-M computation (COM). 
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Fig. 14. NOVA test series, Run No. 3: computed radial distributions of air 
(WG) and water (WL) axial velocities. 
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Fig. 15, Attenuation of turbulence . intensity due to particles us. particle diameter. 
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F'ig. 16. Radial distribution of turbulence intensity for test case 1 of Ts Uji- 
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Fig. 18. Radial distribution of turbulence intensity for test case 3 of Ts y-i- 
Morikatoa-Shiomi experiments. 
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Fig. 20. Radial distribution of turbulence intensity for test case 4 of Tsyi- 
Morikawa-Shiomi experiments. 
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1' ~F iOESS I (Processes all DATABASE in blocks of length L = 2 n )  
I I 

4 PRBLCK I (Processes one block of data of length L) 

MOMENT [Computes momenta of 7, ( t ) ]  E==! 
I I 

1 I 

HWR1 I [Computes S(O)I 4 
[Computes crosscorrelations] 4=-l 

- 
[Computes momenta of f ,  ( t )  and Y2(t)] 

"m [Computes P, 

Flg. 22. Simplified flow chart of PROCESS program, used for data analysis 
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Appendix 1: List of Program PARTVI 

e 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
e 
C 
C 
C 
e 
C 
e 
e 
C 
e 

C 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

MAIN - PROGRAM PARTVI 
Main program to compute the attenuation of turbulent kinetic 
energy of a carrying fluid due to small particles. 

Definition of variables 

alphaf = volume fraction of carrying fluid; 
alphap = volume fraction of particles; 
anuf = kinematic viscosity of carrying fluid (m**2/s); 
diap = particle diameter (m); 
eta = Kolmogorov microscale of length (m); 
hkmean = mean value of the attenuation of the turbulent kinetic 

rhof = density of carrying fluid (kg/m**3); 
rhop = density of particles (kg/m**3); 
tdcomp = dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in the carrying 

tkcomp = turbulent kinetic energy of the carrying fluid in absence 
. of particles (m**2/s**2) ; 

vel = velocity of carrying fluid (m/s); 

energy; 

fluid (m**2/s**3) ; 

............................................................ 
implicit real*8 (a-h, 0-z) 

open (6, file=' OUTPUT' , status=' unknown' ) 

..................................... 
In the application of the subroutines given below it is assumed 
that the constants given here, as well as the particle diameter, 
are transferred from a driver program. 
tkcomp=0.2dO 
tdcomp=lO.dO 
rhop=lOOO.dO 
rhof=l .2d0 
anuf=l .57d-05 
alphap=O.O050dO ..................................... 
do 800 iloop=1,30 
diap= float (iloop-1) *lo0 .d-06 
if (iloop.eq.1) diap=lO.d-09 
write (6,1005) ilooD, diaP - -  

1005 format ti, I iioop, diap I; i5, e12.5) 
C 

call attenk (tkcomp, tdcomp, rhop, rhof , anuf, alphap, diap, 
1 ektpsu) 

C 
800 continue 

stop 
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end 

subroutine attenk (tkcomp, tdcomp, rhop, rhof, anuf, alphap, diap, 
1 ektpsu) 

C Computes attenuation of turbulent kinetic energy due to small 
C particles entrained by a fluid. Adapted from: A. M. A1 Taweel, 
C J. Landau, Turbulence modulation in two-phase jets. Int. J. 
C Multiphase Flow, 3 (1977), pp. 341-351. 
C 
C I N P U T  : 
c + tdcomp = dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy computed from 
C a driver program; 
C tkcomp = turbulent kinetic energy computed from a driver pro- 
C ogram without taking into accout attenuation; 
C alphap, diap, anuf, rhof, rhop; 
C 
C OUTPUT: ektpsu= attenuated value of turbulent kinetic energy. 
C 

implicit rea1*8 (a-h, 0-2) 
common/ektp/ adash,vel 

data iwrite, imax, il,ngauss/O, 300,80,6/ 
vel=lOO.dO 
vel=2. dO 
alphaf=l.dO-alphap 
eta=(anuf**3/tdcomp) **0.25dO 
al=eta*l .do4 
akamin=l.dO/al 
akaint=30.d0 
akamax=l.d04 
ddk=akamax-akamin 
gsi=l .5d0 
ww=alphap*rhop/(alphap*rhop + alphaf*rhof) 
phi=rhop/rhof 
chi=0 .5d0 
oned3=l.dO/3.d0 
twod3=2.dO/3.d0 
fived3=5.dO/3.d0 

if (iwrite.eq.0) then 
write (6,997) 
write (6,999) imax, il, al, akamin,akaint, akamax 
write (6,998) alphap, ww, vel, tdcomp 

997 format ( / ,  INFORMATION FROM SUBROUTINE ATTENK' , / )  . 
998 format ( '  alphap, loading=ww, vel, tdcomp' , 4e12.5, / I  
999 format ( '  imax, il, al, akamin/int/max ,2i4, 4ell.5) 

C 

C 

iwrite=l 
endi f 

deltal= (akaint - akamin) /float (il) 
delt a2= (akamax-akaint ) / float ( imax- i 1 ) 
adash=18.d0*anuf/(diap**2*(phi+chi)) 

eksu=O . dO 
ektpsu=O.dO 

C 

C 
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C 
C 

C 

sumddk=O.dO 
do 500 i=l,imax 

if(i.le.il) ak= akamin +(i-l)*deltal + deltal/2.d0 
if(i.gt.il) ak= akaint +(ii-l)*delta2 + delta2/2.d0 
if(i.le.11) sumddk=sumddk + delta1 
if(i.gt.il) sumddk=sumddk + delta2 
Integrate in two intervals if upper integration limit ak > akaint. 
if(ak.lt.akaint) then 
call gaussi (akamin, ak, ngauss, aik) 
else 
call gaussi (akamin, akaint, ngauss, aikl) 
call gaussi (akaint, ak, ngauss, aik2) 
aik=aikl + aik2 
endi f 

ii=i-il 

power=36.d0*ww*gsi*anuf*tdcomp** (-oned3) *aik/ (phi*diap**2) 
ek =twod3*tkcomp*ak** (-fived3) / 

hk=exp (-power) 
ektp=ek*hk 

1 (akamin** (-twod3) - akamax** (-twod3) ) 

C 
C if (i.eq,imax) write(6,lOOO) i, aikl, aik2, aik 
1000 format (‘ i, aikl, aik2, aik ’ , i5,3e12.5) 
e if (i.eq.imax) write(6,2000) i, ak,hk, ek, ektp 
2000 format(’ i,ak,hk,ek,ektp ,i4,4e11.4) 
C 

if (i. le. il) then 
eksu= eksu + ek *deltal 
ektpsu= ektpsu + ektp *delta1 
else 
eksu= eksu + ek *delta2 
ektpsu= ektpsu + ektp *delta2 
endi f 

500 continue 
C 
C Compute the percentual deviation between the input value of the 
C turbulent kinetic energy (tkcomp) and the value (eksu) obtained 
C by integrating the spectral distribution. 

e I: r o r = ab s ( t k c omp - e k s u ) / t kc omp 
hkmean= ektpsu/eksu 
write (6,1001) tkcomp, eksu, ektpsu, hkmean, error 
write (6,1009) ddk, sumddk 

1001 format ( ’  tkcomp, eksu/tpsu, hkmean, error ,5e12 -5 )  
1009 format ( ’  ddk, sumddk ,2e12.5) 
C 

return 
end 
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input= a,b limits of integration (finite) 
n= order of gaussian quadrature 
r,w= arrays containing zeros and weigths of Legendre 

anteg (external) function to be integrated 
polynoms 

output= sum= computed integral 

implicit rea1*8 (a-h, 0 - z )  
dimension r (50) ,w (50) 

introduce constants 
if(n.eq.6) go to 60 
if(n.eq.10) go to 100 
if(n.eq.12) go to 120 
if(n.eq.20) go to 200 
if(n.eq.40) go to 400 
continue 
r (4) =O .238619186083196908 63d0 
r (5) =O. 66120938646626451366dO 
r (6 )  =O. 93246951420315202781dO 
r ( 3 )  =-r ( 4 )  
r (2 )  =-r (5) 
r (1) =-r (6 )  

w ( 4 )  =O. 46791393457269104739dO 
w (5) =o. 36076157304813860757dO 
w (6) =O. 17132449237917034504dO 
w (3)  =w (4) 
w (2 )  =w (5) 
w (1) =w(6) 
go to 500 

r(6)=0.14887 43389 81631 21089d0 
r (7) =O .43339 53941 29247 19080d0 
1: (8) =O. 67940 95682 99024 40623d0 
r (9) =O. 86506 33666 88984 51073d0 
r (10) =O. 97390 65285 17171 72008d0 

100 continue 

w ( 6 )  =O -29552 42247 14752 87017d0 
w (7) =O .26926 67193 09996 35509d0 
w (8) =O .21908 63625 15982 04400d0 
w(9)=0.14945 13491 50580 59315d0 
w (10) =o .  06667 13443 08688 i3759do 
do 105 i=1,5 
k=ll-i 
r (i) =-r (k) 

105 w (i) =w (k) 
go to 500 

120 continue 
r (7) =O. 12523 34085 11468 91547d0 
r(8)=0.36783 14989 98180 19375d0 
r(9)=0.58731 79542 86617 44730d0 
r (10) =O .76990 26741 94304 68704d0 
r (11) =O. 90411 72563 70474 85668d0 
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125 

C 
200 

e 

C 

205 

C 

C 
400 
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r(12)=0.98156 06342 46719 2506960 

w (7) =O -24914 70458 13402 78500d0 
w(8)=0.23349 25365 38354 80876d0 
w (9) =O .20316 74267 23065 92175d0 
w (10) =O e 16007 83285 43346 22633d0 
w (11) =O. 10693 93259 95318 43096d0 
w(12)=0.04717 53363 86511 82719d0 

do 125 i=ll 6 
k=13-i 
r (i) =-r (k) 
w (i) =w (k) 
go to 500 

continue 
r (20) =O. 99312859918509492479dO 
r(l9)=0.96397192727791379127dO 
r(18)=0.91223442825132590587dO 
r(l7)=0.83911697182221882339dO 
r (16) =O .74633190646015079261dO 
r(15)=O0636053680726515O2545d0 
r~14~=0.51086700b950827098OOdO 
r(13)=0.37370608831541956067d0 
r(12)=0.22778585114164509808dO 
P (11) =O .07652652113349733375dO 

w (20) =O .01761400713915211831dO 
w(19)=0.0406014298Q038694133dO 
w (18) =O 06267204833410906357dO 
w (17) =O. 08327674157670474873dO 
~(16)=0.10193011981724043504dO 
w-(15) =O .11819453196151841731dO 
w(14) =0.1316886384491766269QdO 
w (13) =O .14209610931838205133dO 
w (12) =O. 14917298647260374679dO 
~(11)=0.1527533871307258507OdO 

do 205 i=1,10 
k=21-i 
r (i) =-r (k) 
w (i) =w (k) 
go to 500 

continue 

r (40) =O. 99823770971055920035dO 
r (39) =O. 99072623869945700645dO 
r (38) =O. 97725994998377426266dO 
r (37) =O. 95791681921379165580dO 
r(36)=0.93281280827867653336dO 
r (35) =O. 90209880696887429673dO 
r(34)=0.8659595032122595Q382dO 
r(33)=0.8246122308333116632OdO 
r(32)=0.77830565142651938769dO 
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C 

405 
500 
C 
C 
C 
C 

510 
C 
C 
C 
C 

C 

541 
C 
C 

r(31)=0.72731825518992710328dO 
r (30) =O. 67195668461417954838dO 
r (29) =0.61255388966798023795dO 
r (28) =O .54946712509512820208dO 
r (27) =O .4830758016861787129ldO 
r(26)=0.41377920437160500152dO 
r(25)=0.341994090825758473OldO 
r (24) =O .26815218500725368114dO 
r (23) =O. 19269758070137109972dO 
r (22) =O. 11608407067525520848dO 
r (21) =O. 03877241750605082193dO 

w (40) =O. 00452127709853319126dO 
w (39) =O. 01049828453115281362dO 

~(37)=0.02224584919416695726dO 
w (36) =O. 02793700698002340110dO 
~(35)=0.03346019528254784739dO 
w(34) =O.O3878216797447201764dO 
w (33) =O. 04387090818567327199dO 
~(32)=0.04869580763507223206dO 
~(31)=0.05322784698393682436dO 
w (30) =O .05743976909939155137dO 
w(29) =O .06130624249292893917dO 
w (28) =O .06480401345660103807dO 
w (27) =O .06791204581523390383dO 
w (26) =O .0706116473912867797OdO 
w(25) =O.O7288658239580405906dO 
w (24) =O.O7472316905796826420dO 
w (23) =O .07611036190062624237dO 
~(22)=0.07703981816424796559dO 
w (21) =O. 07750594797842481126dO 
do 405 i=1,20 
k=41-i 
r (i) =-r (k) 
w(i)=w(k) 
continue 

change the variable so that the integration limits range from ( - l ,+ l ) .  
this is equivalent to shift the zeros 

do 510 i=l,n 
r (i) = (r (i) * (b-a) +a+b) / 2  .dO 

compute the function to be integrated in the shifted zeros 
and multiply by respective weights 

sum=0 . dO 
do 541 i=l,n 
bet=anteg (r (i) ) 
sum=sum+bet*w (i) 
continue 

multiply by (b-a) /2. (because of the change of dx) 
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C 
900 continue 

sum=sum* (b-a) / 2  .dO 

return 
end 

C 

function anteg (r) 
implicit real*8 (a-h, 0-2) 
common/ektp/ adash,vel 
adash2=adashx*2 
costh=& .dO/dsqrt (1 .dO + (vel*r/adash) **2) 
ada- adash2/ ( (  (vel*r) **2 + adash2) * cos th)  
rk=sqrt(l.dO + ada**2 -2.dO*ada*costh) 
anteg=rk**Z/r**(5,dO/3.d0) 
return 
end 
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Sample OUTPUT from Program PARTVI 

iloop, diap 1 .lOOOOE-07 

INFORMATION FROM SUBROUTINE ATTENK 

imax,il,al,akamin/int/max 300 80 .140263+01 .712983+00 .30000E+02 .100003+05 
alphap, loading=ww. vel, tdcomp .500003-02 .807233+00 .20000E+01 .10000E+02 

tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .196513+00 .10000E+01 .174543-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 2 .10000E-03 
tkcomp.eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .13038E+00 .663503+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 3 .20000E-03 
tkcmp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .93489E-01 .475753+00 .174543-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 4 .30000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .2000OE+00 .196513+00 .764653-01 .389123+00 .174543-01 
ddk,sunddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 5 .40000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .738733-01 .375923+00 .17454E-O1 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 6 .50000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu.hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .813533-01 .413993+00. .174543-01 
ddk,sumddk .99993E+O4 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 7 .600003-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hhnean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .940413-01 .478563+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 8 .70000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .107933+00 .549223+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 9 .80000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .12082E+OO .61486E+OO .17454E-O1 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 10 .90000E-03 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .131963+00 .67153E+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 11 .100003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hhean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .141273+00 .71891E+OU .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 12 .11000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .200003+00 .196513+00 .14896E+00 .758053+00 .17454E-O1 



ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 13 .120003-02 
tkcmp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .200003+00 
ddk,sumddk .999931+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 14 .130003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop. diap 15 .14OOOE-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .200003+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 16 .15000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu, hhean, error .200003+00 
ddk,sUddk .99993E+04 .99993E+04 . 

iloop, diap 17 .16000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .200003+00 
ddk,sumddk .99993E+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 18 .170003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hhean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 19 .180003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 20 .190003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hlanean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop. diap 21 .200003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hhean,error .200003+00 

, ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 22 .21000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 23 .220003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tgsu.hkmean,error .200003+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 24 .230003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hhean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999931+04 .99993E+O4 

iloop. diap 25 .24000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 26 .250003-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean.error .20000E+00 
ddk,surnddk .999933+04 .999933+04 

.1965fE+00 

.19651E+00 

.196513+00 

.196513+00 

.196513+00 

. f9651E+00 

.19651E+OO 

.l9651E+00 

.196513+00 

.19651E+OO 

.19651E+OO 

.19651E+00 

.19651E+OO 

.196513+00 

.155303+00 

.160553+00 

.164913+0.0 

.168563+00 

.171633+00 

.174253+00 

.176483+00 

.17840E+00 

.18006E+00 

.181513+00 

.182783+00 

.18390E+00 

.184893+00 

.18576E+OO 

.790313+00 

.81700E+OO 

.83918E+OC) 

.857753+00 

.87341E+OO 

.886703+00 

.898073+00 

.907853+00 

.91631E+OO 

.92369E+OO 

.93014E+00 

.93583E+00 

.94086E+OO 

.94532E+O3 

.174541-01 

.17454E-01 

.17454E-O1 

.174541-01 

.17454E-01 

.17454E-01 

.17454E-01 

.17454E-O1 

.17454E-01 

.174543-01 

.174543-01 

.17454E-01 

.17454B-01 

.174543-01 
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iloop, diap 27 .26000E-02 
tkcomp,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .18655~+00 .94931~+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .99993E+04 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 28 .27000E-02 
tkcomg,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+00 .18725E+00 .95288E+01) .17454E-01 
ddk,swnddk .99993E+04 .999933+04 

iloop. diap 29 .28000E-02 
tkcMap,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .19651E+OO .18788E+OO .95609E+00 .17454E-01 
ddk,sumddk .99993E+O4 .999933+04 

iloop, diap 30 .290003-02 
tkcomg,eksu/tpsu,hkmean,error .20000E+00 .196513+00 .18845E+00 .95898E+00 .17454E-O1 
ddk,sumddk .999933+04 .99993&+04 
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